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We love singing the song
“On the way to grandpa’s farm”.
So we decided to make our own farm.
We asked our Teacher to bring a 
REALLY big box to make a barn.

We cut doors and windows,
added a roof and started painting.



Nicole worked on the window and Maaida took care of 
the siding.



We wanted a rooster, so we made one from a lot of
handprints. Nang and Nicole glued them together.
He received a special place on top of the barn.



Deema finished
the face.

We also wanted a sheep.
Kidus squeezed really
hard to get this 
glue out!



We already knew that you can milk a cow, but we
wanted to try that with our sheep.
Jonathan was very excited when the milk came out of
the udder.



Our next project was sheep ears.
Maaida and Isabella liked theirs.
Then we wanted to make horses
to ride on, so our Teachers gave
us cardboard tubes, yarn and lots
of duct tape.
Our stick horses looked pretty cool!



We also made butter
with whipping cream.
Isabella shook the jar for
a long time.

Maaida looked a little
skeptical, but the butter
turned out well and we
ate it with crackers.



Here are the cow and duck
hats we made.

Look at those nice horse
faces on top of the barn.



We collected water bottles and lids
and made cute little pigs out of them.
We also made pig noses.
Maaida showed us that they looked just
like the one on the pig puppet.



We had seen a maze before and asked our teachers if
we could make one for the farm. We used lots of duct
tape on the table and different farm props.
The challenge was to get the duck to the pond.
It was difficult, but Jonathan did it!



We talked about ducks and other birds and learned the
cycle from egg to bird. Deema worked on her project
showing the different stages.



Our web started with only a few words, but we added
many things we investigated and learned about.



Here are most of the children that worked on this
project in the Spring of 2018:
Isabella, Nang, Jonathan, Kidus, Rosha, Johnny and
Maaida. Missing from the photo are Nicole and Deema.
Our Teachers are Ms. Nora and Ms. Adriana.
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